Declaration concerning the TU/e Code of Scientific Conduct

I have read the TU/e Code of Scientific Conduct¹.

In carrying out research, design and educational activities, I shall observe the five central values of scientific integrity, namely: trustworthiness, intellectual honesty, openness, independence and societal responsibility, as well as the norms and principles which follow from them.

Date

..........................................................................................................

Name

..........................................................................................................

Signature

..........................................................................................................

Submit the signed declaration to the HR Services of your department or service.

¹ See: https://www.tue.nl/en/our-university/about-the-university/organization/integrity/scientific-integrity/

The Netherlands Code of Conduct for Scientific Integrity, endorsed by 6 umbrella organizations, including the VSNU, can be found here also. More information about scientific integrity is published on the websites of TU/e and VSNU